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Most of all the illustrations are fantastic and on top of that the content is very informative . I anticipate
reading future adventures. This is not a boring book!The colorful pictures enhance the story and the
dialog makes the reader wish to be involved in the action. It is strongly suggested for wide readership to
be able to reach the intended readers, the children. SOMETHING SPECIAL for All Seasons If parents of
young children read any books this year, pick three: "Salt, Sugar, Fat" by Michael Moss and the two
Fruityland nutrition and experience books by Nydia Kastre. Love the tale and the images are so gorgeous..
Excited to possess all my niece's and nephew's to my home to read it with them. A Great Book for
Children and Those Who Like Reading to Kids It is difficult to get a child to eat well balanced meals. I
especially liked the fruit and veggie balloons. Close friends Great Grape Adventure is a wonderful way to
do this goal. Finished with amazing focus on detail, they enhance the story in a way that allows kids to
interact with the characters. Well balanced meals are good for you. Kids could work together to solve
complications. Richly illustrated, the book is something special for all periods, one our small
granddaughter will love reading with us for years to come. I look forward to more adventures (with an
increase of foods) in the future. Most of all the illustrations are fantastic and on top of that the content is
quite informative about diet for the family members. A child would want to go through this book many
times.This book can be a good resource for parents, care givers, and teachers. It'll enhance lessons on
nourishment, healthful living, and travel. It is also used in writing lessons and for fun reading
comprehension activities. The best way to Teach Kids about Nutrition This book is quite professional in its
presentation.. Cheers to Oliver & This book is beautifully written and made with great nutritional facts
told in a manner that is both fun and engaging for children.!Throughout the book, the writer hints at how
important it really is to eat best, as well as the importance of cleanliness. Although wolves and eagles
technically do not eat fruit and veggies, I came across it endearing how she explained how eating
correctly can even enhance someone as solid as an apex predator.Most thrilling of most was the artwork. I
was awestruck by the stunning and intricate illustrations throughout the publication.In this kid-friendly
positive publication, the readers learn many life lessons. A wonderful way to instruct important nutritional
facts to children..A brilliant read and perfectly suitable for children and adults alike! The illustrations are
captivating and perfect. This is not a boring publication. It takes kids on a fantastical experience with all
the riveting aspects: enthusiasm, danger, shock and suspense. And even while they are learning! I
examine it to my four yr old niece plus some of the information may have reviewed her head, but she
treasured the tale and asked to buy grapes when we shop! What more may i say? Oliver and his friends
did their job. Planing a trip to new places is fun. Great tale with amazing artwork! Friends Great Grape
Adventure! Also, the fantasy in the book helped to spin an extremely interesting tale. As a reviewer, I was
informed that the "writer is certainly passionate about using fun books to present children to nutrition and
how food affects their bodies. She believes that healthy eating habits start early in life....and
supplemented it with an overview of Italy and the excess benefits of grapes!! I anticipate sharing it with
my youthful grandchildren. Thank you, we need to fill our libraries with more books like this!" I think
she's succeeded in all classes.Parents and care-givers will love reading this book just as much as the
children will love hearing it. It really is well-written and beautifully illustrated. I loved the part where in
fact the reader is informed that grapes are poisonous to dogs (best for dog owners to know). old. In every,
I came across this book very useful, not just for children, for adults, too. I thoroughly enjoyed this lovely
publication using its beautiful illustrations, and recommend it especially to parents and readers Grades 1-3
who'll take advantage of the engaging story along with the nutritional assistance! This reserve, Oliver &
The cover is quite appropriate and excellently carried out. I was given a free copy of this book in
exchange for my honest review. A Fun and Encouraging Browse for Kids (and Parents too) I've a 9 year
aged boy and a 6 year old girl. firm will be the BFF -- best friends forever -- that every child needs on the
path to a healthy and nutritional lifestyle. My son has brought it to college, and even to our holiday! He

cannot wait until the 3rd book. We filtration system which books enter into our home, and as a mother or
father, I feel excellent to end up being reading these to my kids. The light and fun message of health
confirms that real food could be interesting and enjoyable. We eat organic food, also to have a book that
is in alignment with this lifestyle, is normally comforting for our kids as well. The kids will find out about
the grape in every its factors, including how to plant a grapevine. They bring you right into the moment;
the action, and I really like watching my kids get absorbed by the story. I recommend this series to any
parent with kids from 6 - 11 yrs. Also, the reality by the end are an excellent addition to the reserve.
(Parents will love them too!) Wonderdful! Oliver and his friends, and also his doggie Contessa, are
delightful individuals that display the real curiosity of children and their willingness to learn new things.
Wonderful book, filled with adventure! My children laugh aloud and learn so much from Oliver and his
close friends. Beautifully illustrated and fantastic message about consuming well..! When parents browse
the tale to them they can explain the importance of good nutrition LOVE this book from cover to cover!
Fruityland's Oliver & This book is becoming my son's new preferred reserve and the Strawberry
Adventure (the very first in the series) can be my daughter's fav. The Great Grape Experience finds them
circling high in magical heat balloons to pique their curiosity in the nutritious world of fruit and veggies.
Doing your best makes you a winner.
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